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This Yue Feng is really lucky to be able to shake hands with Sun Dasheng. However,
the two of them are not on the same level at all, and they will not become friends after
all. What, the shark attack incident that I carefully arranged, the limelight was robbed by
Yue Feng! This time it’s good, Zhou Qin ignores herself!
“Okay, everyone be quiet.” At this time, Hao Youde stepped forward.
“Everyone, we are from a famous family. We are used to being pampered. This outing
will test everyone’s survival skills in the wild. After the shark is roasted, let’s find a place
to sleep.” Hao Youde said loudly when he reached the crowd.
“Okay!” Everyone agreed.
Soon, after eating some grilled fish on the shore, everyone looked for a place to rest.
“Come on, I have a cave here, enough for us to go in and rest together.” After a while,
someone shouted excitedly from a distance.
A group of people gathered around and headed for the cave.
Purple Jade Company.
At this point the company has been besieged. Countless fans gathered there, holding
signs and light sticks in their hands, all with excitement on their faces!
More than a dozen media reporters from Donghai City also rushed to the scene!
They were all waiting for someone to show up.
That’s right, Li Qin.
Although there was a problem with Li Qin’s microphone before, but after so long, Li Qin
is still on fire.
She looks beautiful, sings well, and has a good figure. The smile is sweet, and there is
no reason not to fire.
Even the judges of “Superstar” love her very much. There is no doubt that the final
champion is Li Qin.
Now she has become the most potential actress in the entertainment industry.
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There are many popular people.
After the last episode of “Super Star” was broadcast, major film investors and many
entertainment companies all threw olive branches to Li Qin. Some want to invite her to
hold a concert, and some want to invite her to make a TV series.
Among them, Datong Entertainment Company is willing to pay 5 million to invite Li Qin
to make a movie, the female number one.
This price is already very high for Li Qin. Just debuted after all!
Datong is an established entertainment company with strong strength, abundant
resources and good connections. The popular ‘Girls 102’ group is owned by Datong
Company. ‘
Yesterday Li Qin went to Datong for an interview.
The president of Datong Company, whose name is Zhu Datong. Receiving Li Qin in
person. As soon as he saw Li Qin, his eyes straightened.
This woman is so beautiful, she is simply a stunner!
Li Qin was a little unhappy. The other party kept staring at his body. It was too rude. As
a CEO, how could he be so rude?
After the successful interview, Zhu Datong walked over with a smile and sat beside Li
Qin. His hands and feet were dishonest, he grabbed Li Qin’s jade hand and said he
wanted to show her palmistry.
This is clearly to take advantage of! At that time, Li Qin was so angry that he stood up
and left.
As a result, Zhu Datong became more and more excessive, and put his arms around
her waist. Looking at Li Qin’s figure up and down, he tutted and exclaimed: “As
expected of a superstar champion, this figure is first-class, I fell in love with you at first
sight.”
Zhu Datong has seen many female stars, but this one in front of him , is the most
correct.
Li Qin’s body trembled, angry, and broke free from Zhu Datong: “Mr. Zhu, please
respect me, I’m not the kind of woman you think.”
Although he stepped into the entertainment circle, Li Qin is still clean and clean. She
had already thought about it, and her private life should not be chaotic.

What’s more, this Zhu Datong looks really ugly, like a pig.
Seeing her resistance, Zhu Datong was obviously unhappy: “Miss Li Qin, why are you
angry? You are also a smart woman, as long as you are willing to accompany me
tonight, I promise that I will give you unexpected resources in the future, and promise to
let You’re red and purple, how’s it going?”
Women are the best at covering up, as long as they come out with the conditions they
want, none of them will obediently give in.
This is Zhu Datong’s experience.
So after saying this, he took courage and put his hand on Li Qin’s lap.
As a result, Li Qin couldn’t hold back, stood up and slapped him in the face, and walked
out quickly.
Zhu Datong was instantly furious, pointing at her back and scolding: “Hey, you dare to
beat Lao Tzu? How noble do you think you are? In less than half a month, I will let you
kneel down and beg me! You can’t do it for me! It’s your son!”
In the entertainment industry, there are still actresses, don’t you give yourself face? !
Does she not want to be in the entertainment industry?
Only Li Qin had to kneel down for herself and call herself Dad, in order to spare her!
Li Qin just pretended not to hear, and stepped on high heels to leave.
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Spring River Flower Moon Night.
Li Qin got out of the car and walked in. And just now, the high school monitor Zhao
Shanhe called and said that he wanted a class reunion.
Yesterday, I was very unhappy because of Zhu Datong. I happened to be attending a
party today to relax.
As soon as Li Qin appeared, he instantly became the focus. The students who had
already arrived at the scene gathered around to please.
After all, in addition to being the goddess in the class, Li Qin is now a big star.
Among the women present, besides Li Qin, the most eye-catching is Tang Lan, the
head teacher. She didn’t come to the last party, but this time she made time to come.

Tang Lan was thirty years old. Back then, she was a famous beautiful teacher at school.
When she was in class at that time, many boys didn’t have the heart to listen to the
lecture, and they all looked at her figure.
I haven’t seen each other for a few years, Tang Lan doesn’t seem to have changed at
all, but looks more mature and charming. Wearing a hip-packed skirt, she showed her
graceful figure to the fullest, as sexy as she wanted.
Tang Lan and Li Qin stood together, no matter their appearance or figure, they did not
lose at all.
For a time, the boys in the box looked straight.
The monitor, Zhao Shanhe, couldn’t help but admire, “Mr. Tang, it’s been a few years,
but you haven’t changed. You’re still so beautiful.”
When Zhao Shanhe was able to be the monitor, apart from his good studies, the most
important thing was his sweet mouth.
Of course, the head teacher Tang Lan is notoriously strict. When she was in school, no
one dared to say that to her. But now that she has graduated, she is beautiful, of
course.
Tang Lan smiled and said: “You haven’t changed. Zhao Shanhe is still so sweet, and Li
Qin is still so beautiful. But the teacher who impressed me the most is Yue Feng and Xu
Hao. They are at the same table, and they always provoke me. trouble.”
Back then, Yue Feng was still the second young master of the Yue family. Because he
was a disciple of a wealthy family, he didn’t study hard and caused trouble everywhere,
which gave Tang Lan a headache. As soon as he finished speaking, Xu Hao, who was
sitting beside him, scratched his head and smiled: “Teacher Tang, do you still
remember, I have changed my mind now.”
Unexpectedly, the teacher still remembers.
Thinking to himself, Xu Hao couldn’t help but sigh: Yue Feng, Yue Feng, it’s a pity you
didn’t come today, all the beauties in the class were gathered!
As Yue Feng’s closest classmate, Xu Hao felt sorry for him at this time.
At this time, Tang Lan smiled lightly and looked around: “By the way, can’t you see Yue
Feng?”

Zhao Shanhe jumped out at once: “Mr. Tang, Yue Feng is very promising now, and he
is someone’s son-in-law. You don’t have to work on your own to eat soft rice, unlike us,
everyone is still running around for a living.”
Hahaha!
Hearing this, everyone in the box stifled laughter, and a few girls accidentally laughed
out loud.
“Yeah, teacher, Yue Feng is probably doing housework now, how can you come out?”
“Teacher, you don’t know, Yue Feng is a celebrity in Donghai City, and he is notoriously
useless, hahaha!
” Xu Hao was very happy, but he couldn’t listen anymore. He stood up and frowned and
said, “It’s all classmates, it’s boring for you to be like this. Besides, Yue Feng isn’t here,
so why are you talking about people behind your back?”
This group of people is really interesting. Yue Feng is the son-in-law of the family, but
he doesn’t eat your family’s meal.
Really idle.
Hearing that they were burying their brothers, I felt bad in my heart.
Zhao Shanhe sneered: “Xu Hao, what are you excited about? We talked to Teacher
Tang, but we didn’t talk to you.”
Xu Hao ignored him and sat back.
On the other hand, Teacher Tang Lan frowned.
This Yue Feng became the son-in-law of the door, and became a useless person, which
was expected. When he was in school, he didn’t study hard, and he often trained him.
Sure enough, I later learned that he was just taken out by the family, and it is
reasonable to be at this point now.
At this time, Tang Lan had no sympathy for Yue Feng, and said coldly: “Don’t mention
him. When I was in school, I caused trouble every day. Now you say that he has
become a son-in-law. I also think he deserves it and deserves a coward. “
Three rounds of wine.
Tang Lan also drank a lot of wine.

After all, seeing this group of students, most of them are getting ahead, she is also
happy. When I went to the bathroom, I happened to meet Li Qin.
“Li Qin, the teacher wants to ask you a favor.” After closing the door of the bathroom,
Tang Lan said softly.
Li Qin smiled: “Teacher, I can help you with anything.”
When she was in school, Tang Lan was kind to herself, and she was always grateful.
Tang Lan whispered: “You have a good relationship with the boss of Ziyu Company, I…
I also want to enter the entertainment industry, can you recommend me?”
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Although she is a teacher, Tang Lan sings very well and has a good figure. Although he
is thirty years old, his charm still remains.
Now Li Qin is very popular, it would be great if you can help him introduce him.
Li Qin was stunned for a moment, and then said subconsciously: “Actually, the
president of Ziyu Company…”
Halfway through the sentence, Li Qin stopped in time.
Almost forgot, Yue Feng has always been very low-key, and did not want too many
people to know his identity.
How to do?
The teacher’s request is not easy to refuse.
Thinking to himself, Li Qin smiled lightly: “Okay, I’ll ask the teacher tomorrow.”
“Okay!” Tang Lan couldn’t hide her joy, and walked over on high heels: “The teacher will
send you a few photos first, and you can take the teacher Send the photo to the
president of Ziyu Company.”
Tang Lan said while sending the photo on WeChat. She has always been confident in
her looks and figure. I don’t think I’m worse than a star. As long as the boss of Ziyu
Company saw his photo, he would definitely be interested in him.
When posting photos, Tang Lan deliberately chose a lot of angles, and posted photos of
different clothes.
Li Qin had no choice but to forward the photos to Yue Feng.

….
Thang Long Lake. A group of children from rich families have already got into the cave.
It was completely dark at the moment, and everyone was very satisfied when they found
this cave. This cave is the size of three or four basketball courts, enough for so many
families to rest.
But it was still early, and everyone gathered in groups of three or five to chat.
Yue Feng and Sun Dasheng had been in contact for less than half a day, but they met
each other too late. Speaking of which, the two of them are straight-forward
personalities, and they don’t like to go around in circles. It can be said that they are likeminded.
The two chatted for a while in the cave. Sun Dasheng’s wife felt that staying in the cave
was a bit boring, so he asked Sun Dasheng to accompany her out for a walk.
Speaking of his wife, she is really beautiful.
His wife’s name is Li Nan, and she is a beautiful woman. But it’s beautiful.
Today, Li Nan is wearing denim shorts with a navel-baring top. You can faintly see that
on her beautiful back, a blood-red phoenix is tattooed, which is extraordinarily
domineering!
Li Nan has the demeanor of a big sister and is full of aura.
However, the men present were thieves but dared not to peek at Li Nan. After all, you
can’t provoke people.
“I’m going out for a walk with my wife, and we’ll talk when we come back.” Sun Dasheng
said with a smile, wrapping his arms around Li Nan’s slender waist.
It can be seen that their relationship is very good.
As soon as the forefoot left, Liu Xuan and Xiao Yuruo gathered around.
“Yue Feng, how did you kill the shark?” Liu Xuan asked curiously.
She had wanted to ask this question for a long time, but she had never had the chance
before.
No matter how powerful a man is, he can’t beat a shark!

Yue Feng smiled slightly, and said lightly, “It’s nothing, just a few punches, and it will be
honest.”
At this time, other people not far away were listening with their ears pricked up.
Seeing Yue Feng’s words, the people around couldn’t help but laugh. This kid is so
special that he can brag. Is it not dignified to be a son-in-law, so he came here to find
self-respect? Do you really consider yourself a hero?
After a few more punches, the shark will be honest?
Hao Jian took a sip on the ground and deliberately made a loud noise, expressing that
he did not want to listen to his bragging.
Yue Feng didn’t care, and continued: “Later, I found a dagger at the bottom of the water,
and I don’t know who threw it. I stabbed the shark in the life gate with the dagger, so it
died.
” It was deliberately told to Hao Jian.
When the shark appeared, this guy threw the dagger next to the girl to escape by
himself, and led the shark to him.
This shit!
Hao Jian’s face instantly became embarrassed, staring at Yue Feng, this kid is really
disgusting! Which pot is not open to mention which pot!
I was about to go forward to debate with him, but at this moment, a loud cry suddenly
came!
“No, something happened!”
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saw Sun Dasheng hugging Li Nan and hurried in, looking very flustered: “Is there a
doctor? Is there a doctor?”
Li Nan in his arms, eyes closed, unconscious!
The people who were chatting in the past quickly gathered around one by one, their
expressions all in a confused state.
What’s the matter, why did he faint?

All the families present wanted to curry favor with the Sun family, but no one really knew
how to see a doctor! At this time, a woman came out. Her name is Haitang, the
granddaughter of the Hai family. I have been very good at learning since I was a child. I
am a sophomore this year, specializing in medicine.
Seeing her coming, Sun Dasheng felt relieved.
Seeing Haitang taking her pulse, within three seconds, she shook her head: “The
symptoms are very strange, her breathing is very weak, she won’t be able to hold on for
long, I’m afraid she won’t survive for two hours.”
“Miss Haitang, don’t scare me, she Is there any help?” Sun Dasheng was shaking all
over. He has never seen anything in the world, and when he was chased by hundreds
of people, he was not so flustered!
Haitang sighed, “At my level, I can’t do anything.”
“What?!” Sun Dasheng was instantly stunned.
Haitang is a top student, and her medical skills are not inferior to those of the attending
physicians in major hospitals! Hearing this, he immediately became anxious and angry,
and looked directly at Hao Jian: “Hao Jian, didn’t your Hao family arrange an ambulance
for this outing?!”
At this time, Sun Dasheng’s eyes were spitting fire, and his appearance was very scary.
.
If something happens to your wife, don’t think about it for the entire Hao family.
The angry shout was like the sound of thunder, which directly scared Hao Jian into a
stupor, his body trembled, and he stammered: “Holy Saint… Saint Brother… I… I’ll call
and ask the hospital to send a car. “
The strength of the Sun family is not something he can afford!
Zhou Qin on the side was also a little anxious. Although sharks attacked people during
the day, she was dissatisfied with Hao Jian. But now seeing him so frightened, he is
also anxious.
Looking at the vast night outside the cave, Hao Jian felt an indescribable bitterness in
his heart.
For this outing, the theme is self-reliance. Everyone eats grilled fish and lives in caves.
Even the car is not left, where is the doctor! Besides, in this wilderness, the ambulance
came here, and then to the hospital, it is estimated that it is dawn!

“Don’t fight, wait for the hospital to send a car, I’m afraid the poison in her body has
spread to the whole body.”
At this time, Yue Feng said lightly.
“Fengzi, do you have a way to save my wife?” Sun Dasheng, who was so anxious that
he couldn’t help it, asked with joy on his face when he heard Yue Feng’s words. “No,
no, he can’t save people…” However, Liu Xuan, who was next to him, became anxious ,
stomped her feet, and took Yue Feng’s arm: “Yue Feng, don’t talk too much.”
He has read books about medicine, how can he save people?
This is life-threatening!
Yue Feng patted Liu Xuan’s hand secretly, so she didn’t need to worry.
Then he smiled and nodded to Sun Dasheng: “Dasheng, don’t panic, did your wife eat a
wild fruit?”
At this time, Li Nan was lying there, her delicate body motionless. Many people are
looking at her figure.
However, Yue Feng noticed that there was a little white juice on her red lips.
Sun Dasheng nodded again and again: “Yes, she ate crabapple fruit, and I picked it for
her! It’s on a fruit tree not far away!”
Begonia fruit?
Yue Fengqi laughed, she was eating Arhat blood fruit, which was extremely poisonous!
But it is also an important material for alchemy.
Unexpectedly, this outing has unexpected results.
But the most important thing right now is to treat Li Nan first. As for the Arhat blood fruit,
I will pick it later.
Thinking so in his heart, Yue Feng looked at it and said, “Put your wife down first and let
her sit on my lap.”
According to the records in “Wu Ji Danshu”, the poison of Arhat blood fruit is very easy
to cure.
Only one ‘Sanyang Dan’ is needed to detoxify.

Sanyang Dan is a kind of medicine for getting started. Well refined. Materials only need
water, tree roots, earthworms, etc.
However, it takes half an hour to refine this medicine pill. During this time, Yue Feng
wanted to seal Li Nan’s dantian to prevent the venom from spreading. So Li Nan had to
sit on his lap.
But the people around were on fire all of a sudden!
What the hell is Yue Feng doing?
Thought you killed a shark before and started to float?
He dared to intervene in the affairs of the Sun family, he thought he had a long life. He
even let Li Nan sit on his lap to see if he didn’t want to live!
“Yue Feng, you want to be a son-in-law, do you want to be crazy about a woman?” Qin
Shousheng suddenly shouted: “Your wife won’t let you touch it, you are so cowardly and
want to take advantage of Li Nan’s sister-in-law?”
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“Yeah, are you courting death?” Hao Jian also shouted out, he was in a bad mood
already, and this silliness adds to the chaos!
Yue Feng didn’t speak, and spread his hands: “Okay, since you said that, then you
should be able to heal, you two will heal.”
This
sentence, the two suddenly lost their voices. How can they get sick!
“Okay, shut up.” Sun Dasheng waved his hand, slowly put his wife down, and let her sit
on Yue Feng’s lap.
“Great Sage, go outside and dig some tree roots, earthworms.” Yue Feng stretched out
his fingers and tapped on Li Nan’s waist!
Rising Sun Cave!
When I was learning Wing Chun in the past, the master specially instructed that this
acupuncture point should not be messed up. Because this is the hub of blood
circulation. When this acupuncture point is clicked, the qi and blood cannot flow.

After Sun Dasheng went out, Liu Xuan took a few steps: “Yue Feng, stop making
trouble, Mr. Sun’s wife is poisoned so badly, do you have the ability to deal with it?
Don’t be brave here!”
Liu Xuan was a little angry, Li Nan and Yue Feng were tight Next to her, she was
particularly uncomfortable.
“It’s okay, I’m sure.”
Sure? You’re not a doctor, what are you sure about? !
Liu Xuan was annoyed: “Yue Feng, are you trying to hurt the Liu family! We can’t afford
to provoke Dasheng Sun!”
Yue Feng didn’t say anything. Concentrate on sealing Li Nan’s acupuncture points, and
then instill some inner strength in her.
After a while, Sun Dasheng came back with a plastic bag and dug up tree roots and
earthworms.
Liu Zhiyuan was sweating profusely: “Mr. Sun, life is at stake, how can you be so
childish? What does Yue Feng know? Don’t let him govern.”
If the person is put to death, Yue Feng can lose his life. But the Liu family is innocent,
what if the entire Liu family is implicated? !
“Yeah, that kid doesn’t understand anything, you mustn’t believe him, Mr. Sun.”
“This Yue Feng is what I know best, he just wants to be in the limelight.
” Sun Dasheng was irritable.
“Shut up all the special codes!” With a roar, Sun Dasheng looked around with a cold
face: “I know what you are thinking, I am afraid that something will happen and you will
be implicated, but you can rest assured, even if you wait for Yue Feng. I can’t save you,
and I won’t hold you accountable.”
After a pause, Sun Dasheng added: “There is no other way now. When the ambulance
arrives, it will be tomorrow morning! I believe in Yue Feng.”
Hearing this , Everyone present immediately closed their mouths, and at the same time
heaved a sigh of relief.
Since Dasheng Sun said this, indicating that this matter has nothing to do with them,
then they can’t say anything.

Liu Xuan froze there with a complicated expression.
Sun Dasheng and Yue Feng knew each other for less than a day, and they trusted him
so much.
And I, married and lived with him for three years, why would I question him every time it
was critical? Could it be… that I don’t know enough about him?
“Are you sure you can cure Sun Dasheng’s wife?” Liu Xuan quickly walked up to her
and asked gently.
Yue Feng smiled: “When did I say empty words?”
Liu Xuan’s delicate body trembled.
Yes, during this period of time, whether it’s about the Liu family or something else, as
long as you do what he says, every step will be fulfilled.
It’s like… my husband is omnipotent.
At this time, Sun Dasheng asked anxiously: ” Fengzi , are these earthworms eaten
directly?” Can cure many diseases.
Yue Feng shook his head: “If you take it directly, it doesn’t work, you need to practice it
as an elixir.”
What?
Alchemy?
Hearing this, several girls covered their mouths and laughed.
This time, it’s certain, this son-in-law is here to make trouble!
Liu Zhiyuan sneered: “Yue Feng, when did you become an alchemist? What? In our Liu
family, I have been doing nothing every day for a few years, and I have learned to
cultivate immortals? Have you made an elixir of immortality? Take it out and let the big
guys open it. Open your eyes.”
Hahahahaha!
As soon as these words came out, everyone around couldn’t hold back, and instantly
burst into laughter.
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